
Euro NCAP Category

SUPERMINI

       TEST RATINGS
        ADULT OCCUPANT PROTECTION SCORES: FRONT 11 (69%)

SIDE 18 (100%)
SEATBELT REMINDER 0

OVERALL 29

        CHILD OCCUPANT  PROTECTION SCORE: 30  (61%)

        PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION SCORE: 22  (61%)

ADULT OCCUPANT PROTECTION PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

 GOOD
Above: driver and passenger   ADEQUATE Above: driver injury risks in   FAIR

injury risks in 64km/h   MARGINAL 50km/h side impact   WEAK
frontal impact   WEAK with head protection   POOR

  POOR in pole test

TEST RESULTS IN FULL CAR TESTED
FRONTAL IMPACT HEAD
Driver airbag contact bottomed-out
Passenger airbag contact stable
Steering Wheel

rearward displacement none
upward displacement 16mm
lateral displacement 7mm to the left

FRONTAL IMPACT CHEST
Contact with steering wheel none
Screen pillar rearward 7mm
Passenger compartment integritystable

FRONTAL IMPACT UPPER LEGS, KNEES AND PELVIS
Stiffer structures present

Concentrated knee loading

FRONTAL IMPACT LOWER LEGS, FEET AND ANKLES Make, model and hand of drive
Rearward pedal displacement clutch - 60mm Body type
Upward pedal displacement clutch - 28mm Model year
Footwell rupture none Kerb weight 1185kg
SIDE IMPACT AIRBAGS
Head protection airbag
Torso protection airbag
CHILD PROTECTION
Restraints used

18 month old

3 year old

CHILD RESTRAINTS FRONTAL IMPACT
Airbag disabling/warning label

Forward head movement
18 mth old (behind passenger) protected
3 year old (behind driver) protected
Chest Protection

18 mth old:  total load fair
vertical load fair

3-year-old:  total load fair
vertical load good

CHILD RESTRAINTS SIDE IMPACT
Head protection
18 mth old (struck side) protected
3 year old (non-struck side) protected
Head acceleration

18 mth old good
3 year old good

Suzuki SX4 1.6 GL-A, 2WD, LHD

TSMEYA21S00100589

Four-language and pictogram warning label 
on one side of both sun visors, visible only in 
stowed position.

Chassis number from which 
Euro NCAP rating applies

Driver and passenger single-stage front 
airbags; side impact airbags; head-
protecting curtain airbags; front seatbelt 
pre-tensioners and load-limiters; ISOFIX 
and top-tether anchorages in rear 
outboard seats; ABS.

Safety Equipment

2006
5 door hatchback

Suzuki SX4

yes: centre console; ignition barrel; steering-
column adjuster lever; facia bolster bracket.

yes: centre console; ignition barrel; steering-
column adjuster lever; facia bolster bracket.

Britax-Römer Duo Plus ISOFIX, forward-
facing using ISOFIX anchorages and top-
tether

yes
yes

Britax-Römer Duo Plus ISOFIX, forward-
facing using ISOFIX anchorages and top-
tether



Suzuki SX4
COMMENTS

PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

With the ventilation fan set to maximum, the driver's seatbelt reminder system was not loud enough to meet Euro 
NCAP's requirements.  Suzuki inform us that they will make the signal louder and clearer.

The car's bumper fully complied with Euro NCAP's requirements for pedestrian protection as did much of the 
bonnet.

Euro NCAP’s rating applies fully only to the model with the specifications detailed here. Some equipment may not be 
fitted as standard to all versions in all countries. You should ensure that your car is fitted with the safety equipment 

SEATBELT REMINDER

In the frontal impact, the driver dummy's head bottomed out the airbag.  Chest compression from seatbelt loading 
was greater for the passenger dummy than the driver and was used to calculate the adult occupant score.

FRONTAL IMPACT

SIDE IMPACT

CHILD PROTECTION

The SX4 scored full points for its protection in side impact.

A rearward-facing child restraint should not be placed in the front passnger's seat as the airbag for that seating 
position cannot be deactivated.  The label warning against using a rearward-facing childseat in the passenger's 
seat was not available in the languages of some European countries and was not visible when the sun-visors were 
in use.  It did not, therefore, meet Euro NCAP's requirements.  Suzuki inform us that they will revise the content 
and positioning of their warning labels.
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